FIRE EVACUATION
- evacuate via nearest safe stairwell
- assemble in marked areas
- do not leave until all clear is given

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY:
call 613-533-6111
(they will call 911 or other services and
direct to your location)

DEPARTMENT SAFETY
Report any incidents, unsafe conditions or
corns to:

Department Safety Officer
Agatha Dobosz
613-533-6167
agatha.dobosz@queensu.ca

Department Manager
Paul Bass
613-533-2596
pdb@queensu.ca

Department Head
Dr. Vicki Remenda
613-533-2597
geolhead@queensu.ca

Geology Front Office
613-533-2597

IMPORTANT CONTACTS
Campus Security
Emergencies: 613-533-6111
Non-Emergencies: 613-533-6733

Fixit (Maintenance Emergencies)
613-533-6757
77301
Walkhome
613-533-9255

Lone Worker Security Check
613-533-6080

Student Wellness Services
613-533-6000
ext 78264

Environmental Health and Safety
http://www.safety.queensu.ca
613-533-2999

ADDITIONAL SAFETY
INFORMATION FOR
ROOM ____

CLOSEST FIRST AID KIT

CLOSEST FIRE EXTINGUISHER

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
(i.e. PPE Required, Potential Hazards)
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